Abstract
Introduction
Sensors are small devices that have capability to detect objects, collect information, and communicate with each other. A wireless sensor network usually consists of thousands of sensors which span a large geographical region. Sensor networks have become an important technology especially for environmental monitoring, military applications, disaster management, etc. Sensor networks differ from traditional wireless networks in many aspects and many mechanisms developed for traditional wireless networks cannot be directly applied in sensor networks. In this paper, we study the problem of distributing events and queries in sensor networks. An event is something of interest, such as a sharp change in temperature, detected by a sensor. A query is a request of information of a certain event issued by a node in the sensor network. Different nodes may be interested in different events. A node knows what events it is interested in but does not know where these events happen. To get an answer, a query has to be sent to a node that possesses the information. A conventional approach to facilitate query nodes to acquire what they want is flooding. In the push-based approach, whenever an event happens, the information is flooded to all the nodes in the network. Then, every node knows the information when it needs it and does not need to send out any query at all. In the pull-based approach, a node that detects an event keeps the information in its own storage without sending the information to any other node. When a node wants that information, it floods the network with a query. The node that possesses the requested information replies the query.
Although flooding is a simple technique and is commonly used in many wireless network routing protocols, it is not very suitable for sensor networks. Sensor nodes are limited in energy and reducing the energy used in message transmission is one of the major optimization criteria of sensor network protocols. However, the number of messages required in each flooding is proportional to the number of nodes in the network. To make the problem worse, as the message will be broadcasted by nearby nodes at about the same time, collisions happen frequently and it leads to retransmissions of messages which consume extra energy. This problem is very serious in sensor networks since there are a large number of nodes and nodes are close to each other. As a result, flooding should be used only when necessary. Referring back to the push-based approach, every node receives the information of an event. However, it is not necessary if only a few number of nodes are interested in the information. Energy is wasted in distributing the event 1-4244-0030-9/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE information to nodes that do not require the information. The pull-based approach has a similar drawback. The query messages that are sent to nodes other than the node that detected the event are useless. It is obvious that energy can be saved if information is kept and distributed in a more intelligent manner.
To allow efficient routing of queries, the concept of datacentric storage (DCS) is introduced [11] . When a sensor detects an event, it decides which location is responsible for keeping the information and the information is sent to a node in that location. The location depends on the type of information and can be computed using a globally known hash function [9] . Then, when a node requests a particular piece of information, it can find out the location by the hash function and send a query to that location. A number of protocols have been developed based on the idea of DCS [9, 6, 4, 8, 10, 12, 3] . An important issue of DCS is where to keep event information since it affects how a query is propagated. This in turn affects the number of messages it takes to retrieve event information. For example, if an event is kept in a remote node in the network, a query may have to travel a long way, so does the answer message. On the other hand, if the event is kept in a node sitting in the center of the network, no matter which node issues a query, the query does not have to go through a very long path. Although keeping information in the center seems to reduce the message overhead of query propagation, keeping all the information in the center will highly increase the workload of the nodes there, since they have to handle all the queries. This hotspot problem is a very serious problem in sensor networks since the sensors in the hot-spot will dissipate their energy very soon. As a result, it is necessary to strike a balance between total number of messages and the maximum number of messages a node has to handle.
In this paper, we describe a protocol for distributing event information and queries in location-aware sensor networks. We identify some problems of existing protocols and try to solve them in our protocol. We evaluate our protocol using extensive simulations. This paper is organized as follows: Related work is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 describes our network model and Section 4 presents our protocol. Simulation results are presented in Section 5 and we conclude our paper in Section 6.
Related Works
Some protocols have been developed based on the datacentric storage [9, 6, 8, 10, 12, 3] .
[6] and [4] study how to efficiently answer queries about events that have scalar attributes. An example query provided in [6] is "list all events whose temperatures lie between 50 o and 60 o , and whose light levels lie between 10 and 15." The authors develop a hash function such that events having similar attribute values are kept in nearby nodes to allow more efficient querying.
[3] develops a multi-resolution querying scheme. An event is detected by a set of nodes instead of one. Different subsets of these nodes provide different resolutions of the event. Some nodes, called registration points, are designated to keep the sources of events but not the actual information of the events. When a node requests information about the event, it also has to specify the resolution it wants. The query is sent to the registration points and the registration points forward the query to the event sources. The event sources will then send replies to the requesting node based on the resolution requested.
The event model in this paper is similar to those used in [1, 7, 9, 8, 10, 12] that an event is something of interest and can be any kind of information. Events are independent of each other and occur randomly at anywhere.
Rumor Routing [1] and [7] do not follow the DCS approach. GHT [9] is one of the earliest works on event and query distribution for DCS. Each event is kept in a particular geographical location. This location is computed using a globally known hash function. Since it is possible that there is no node in the designated location, GHT develops a mechanism to assign a node in the neighborhood to keep the event. GPSR [5] , a routing protocol that routes packets according to geographical locations instead of IP addresses, is enhanced to route messages to such a node. When a node searches for an event, it computes the location of keeping the event using the hash function and sends a query using the enhanced GPSR. GEM [8] follows similar idea except that it works in a network where geographical location information is not available. The authors propose to embed a tree in the network so as to provide relative location information. The authors also develop a routing algorithm to route messages on the tree.
It is not difficult to see that if the network is static and nodes never fail, GHT is able to answer all queries. However, when sensors are highly mobile, it is very likely that information is not kept in the calculated geographical location anymore by the time the query arrives. To solve the problem, [10] suggests to divide the network into geographical regions. Information of an event is kept in all nodes in that region instead of only one node. Then, as long as there is a node having the information stays in the region, a query can get an answer. Nevertheless, similar to [9] and [8] , [10] has the hot spot problem. To simplify our discussion, we call the node that detects an event event node, the node that keeps the information designated node, and the node that issues a query query node. When an event is very popular, nodes surrounding the designated node and the designated node itself will have to transmit a lot of queries, which uses up energy quickly.
To provide different resiliency levels for different events, keeping an event in multiple locations is suggested in [12] . More important information is kept in more hash locations to enhance resiliency. This mechanism alleviates the hotspot problem to a certain extent due to the duplication of event storage. Nevertheless, an event may be sent to several locations which are very far apart, the number of messages to distribute an event is also a multiple of what are needed in GHT.
To solve the hot-spot problem, keeping the same information in multiple locations is the only way. To reduce the number of messages used to distribute the events in several locations, the locations should be related. In a locationaware sensor network, we distribute events only horizontally across the whole sensor network. Then, an event is stored in multiple sensor nodes but the number of messages needed is proportional to the dimension of the network. To find the requested information, a query is sent vertically to ensure it hits a node that contains the information. The next two sections describe our protocol in details.
Network Model
We focus on 2-dimensional sensor networks where sensors are lying on a rectangular region. We represent a sensor node as a point on the Cartesian plane. We assume that every node knows its geographical location before any event is detected or any query is generated. Each node keeps also the location information of its neighbors. We further assume that nodes know the boundary of the network and a node knows whether it is sitting on the perimeter or not. This information can be provided by a boundary detection mechanism such as [2] . We also develop our own perimeter node identification mechanism (Section 4.6).
We adopt the enhanced GPSR as the routing mechanism. Destination is specified as a geographical location. The original GPSR [5] is able to route a message to a node with exact geographical location as the destination. If there is no node with location exactly the same as the destination, the message will be dropped. The authors in [9] enhance GPSR to route the message to a node surrounding the destination that is closest to the destination among the nodes within the proximity. In our protocol, this enhanced GPSR is used for routing messages. For simplicity, we write GPSR, without "enhanced", to refer enhanced GPSR when the context is clear.
There is a globally known hash function that hashes an event to a certain location, just as the one used in GHT. In GHT, an event is hashed to a 2-dimensional coordinate. In our protocol, we hash an event to an 1-dimensional coordinate. We call it height level since that is represented by y-coordinate as discussed later.
The location of a sensor node a is (x a , y a ). The hashed level of the event e is y h(e) . The x-coordinates of the left and right boundaries are x l and x r respectively.
Protocol
We present our protocol in detail in this section. As mentioned earlier, our protocol distributes events horizontally and queries vertically. The path that an event passes through is the event distribution path and the path that a query traverses is the query distribution path. When the event distribution path and the query distribution path intersect, which is the case in our protocol, the query can be answered. We now describe the event and query distribution of our protocol.
Event Distribution
To avoid the hot-spot problem, we would like the information of an event to be stored in a set of nodes instead of one node. On the other hand, these nodes should be spread out in the network instead of locating in a small region. To achieve this, our protocol distributes an event to the nodes which are on a similar height level across the whole network. That is, we first hash the event to a height level, say y , and then distribute the information to the nodes with ycoordinate within a certain range of y . The amplitude of the range depends on the topology and GPSR. We will discuss this amplitude issue further in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. 
. Illustration of Event Distribution
We now describe how an event can be distributed to nodes on a similar height level across the network and illustrate the procedure in Figure 1 . When an event node a at location (x a , y a ) wants to distribute an event e, it first finds out the height level of distribution, y h(e) . a then sends the event using GPSR with destination (x a , y h(e) ). Although there may not be a node locating exactly at (x a , y h(e) ), GPSR will route the message to a node b, which is close to (x a , y h(e) ) and is of "similar" height level as y h(e) . b then distributes the message on that height level. It achieves this by sending a copy of the message to (x l , y h(e) ) and another copy to (x r , y h(e) ). Only the nodes on a similar height level as b have to store the event in memory. That is, only the nodes on the paths from b to c and from b to d have to keep the information. Nodes of the path from a to b do not need to keep information.
There may not be nodes sitting exactly at locations (x l , y h(e) ) and (x r , y h(e) ), such as the situation in Figure  1 . Although GPSR is able to stop searching after nding the closest node to the destination, our simulations show that GPSR may go around the whole network before it terminates at such a node. To avoid this redundant searching, we require a perimeter node to stop propagating an event even though it is not sitting exactly at the destination specied in the packet. For example, node c in Figure 1 will stop propagating the event message since it is a perimeter node. The same principle applies to node d.
There are some minor details about event distribution and those will be described in Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
Query Distribution
We now describe the query distribution. When a node wants to nd the information of the event e. Using the hash function, it knows that nodes sitting on a level close to y h(e) can provide an answer. Let the query node q be at location (x q , y q ). To request the information, q sends a query to (x q , y h(e) ). When a node receives the query, it checks whether it has the requested information. If yes, it should reply the query; otherwise, it should continue to forward the query.
As mentioned in Section 3, GPSR will route a message to a node that is closest to the destination location. It is not guaranteed that the closest node to (x q , y h(e) ) contains the information of event e. It is illustrated in Figure 2 . The white nodes are the nodes that contain the information. They are the nodes on the event distribution path in Figure  1 . When q sends a query to (x q , y h(e) ), GPSR routes it to p. Nevertheless, no node on path q to p has the requested information.
Fortunately, some neighbors of p have the information of event e. p can then obtain the information by sending a broadcast message to its neighbors. A neighbor, say c, replies p with the information and p can forward it back to q. If p does not hear anything from its neighbors, p replies no-such-event to q after timeout.
Although the broadcasting performed by p stops at its neighbors, this is still not desirable since it is possible that all neighbors send a reply and it is a waste of energy. To reduce the need of broadcasting, we adopt the promiscuous mode in event distribution, which will be described in the next section. 
Promiscuous mode
When a node sends an event message to its neighbor according to GPSR, nodes in the proximity can overhear the message. In the promiscuous mode, nodes overhearing a message also register the event in their memories [1] . By using promiscuous mode, the need of broadcasting as mentioned earlier can be reduced.
To see this, let's consider the situation in Figure 3 . Since the white node does not have the event, the query is further forwarded upwards. If the white node saves the event information when it overhears the event message, it can answer the query right away.
Figure 3. Advantage of Promiscuous Mode
In essence, we convert the event spreading path into an event spreading strip. This not only shortens the distribution path of queries, but also helps to ease the hot-spot problem. Thus, more nodes in the area can answer the same query.
However, promiscuous mode has some drawbacks. Each node would carry too many events which probably exceed their memory limits. To strike a balance, in our protocol, a node a keeps the event e it overhears only when |y h(e) − y a | < 
Event Distribution Path Straightening
Our query distribution for event e ends at a node sitting on the height level around y h(e) . Whether the query gets an answer depends on whether there is a node around level y h(e) possesses the answer. If the event distribution path is a straight line across level y h(e) , there should be no problem in getting a reply for any query. Unfortunately, it is intrinsically impossible to spread an event message in a straight horizontal line. Our simulations show that GPSR may not always forward the event message along a straight line and it affects our query hit ratios.
To solve the problem, we apply a straight line heuristic to guide the event distribution to stay on the line y = y h(e) as much as possible. Suppose that the destination d of a message is at location (x d , y d ). To identify a neighbor to be the next hop for forwarding the message, GPSR calculates for each neighbor n at (x n , y n ) the distance between n and d, which is (
GPSR selects a neighbor with the smallest distance to d as the next hop. To form a straight path, we should not select any next hop neighbor n such that y n differs a lot from y d . To do that, we modify the distance calculation in GPSR to (x d − x n ) 2 + 9(y d − y n ) 2 that essentially exaggerates the deviation in y. Since GPSR is greedy, it favors points nearer to our desired contour. As a result, the event spreading path will be much straighter than using the original distance calculation mechanism.
Rumor Routing [1] has also introduced another straightening algorithm where the event message would recognize recently seen neighbors. In search of the next hop, it chooses a node not on the list. We claim that our approach is better than this algorithm because we take real geographical information into account and do not have to construct large packets to store recently seen nodes.
Random Biasing
GPSR performs poorly when the destination is outside the perimeter. Suppose that a node a detects an event e. To distribute the event, node a first sends the event message to (x a , y h(e) ). If a is at the boundary, (x a , y h(e) ) is likely to be outside the network. GPSR performs badly in such case where it must route through the entire perimeter.
Our primary goal is to route the message to a node on a level around y h(e) , and the x-coordinate of this node is not significant. To solve this problem, we choose to bias our destination x-coordinate towards the center by a random factor. This random factor is calculated by multiplying the x-coordinate distance between a and the center and a random number, which is arbitrarily set to be at most 0.2. This is based on two reasons:
1. There are likely more nodes in the central region. Although we route messages to the center area, the extra load can be easily distributed to all nodes, and does not add much to the overall hot spot.
2. The random factors help distribute the workload and hot spot over a larger set of nodes. Even if a single node is launching queries frequently, the query would be distributed to different regions, and no specific region would be overloaded.
Perimeter Detection
In our algorithm, the event spread halts on the perimeter. In the original GPSR, event message destined to a location on the boundary where no node exists would result in routing through the perimeter of the entire network. We avoid this by deliberately stopping the spread of an event message when the event message hits a perimeter node. While perimeter nodes can be found by some existing algorithms, we develop a simple mechanism based on GPSR that works with our protocol. The steps of the mechanism are as follows:
1. An arbitrary node starts the mechanism by routing a message to (x l − 1, 0). This point is beyond the bound of the network and is thus routed around the perimeter by GPSR. GPSR halts when it visits the same edge twice. After it halts, we know that the packet has been routed around all perimeter nodes of the outer face once. Let the node where GPSR terminates be p.
2. p sends a packet to (x l − 1, 0). GPSR would route the packet via the same route as above in this step. We mark every sensor node along the path as perimeter. In this way, all nodes on the perimeter of the outer face are then marked as on the perimeter.
Simulation
We evaluate the performance of our protocol and compare it with GHT using simulations.
Constrained hashing
The hash function used is not well defined in the GHT paper. We have tried to employ a random uniform hashing that spans across the whole network. We generate x h(e) such that it is uniformly distributed over [x l , x r ] and y h(e) that is uniformly distributed over [y t , y b ], where y t and y b define the upper and lower bound of the network area. Essentially, we utilize the full range of our network boundary. However, the result of GHT turn out to be relatively poor because a significant portion of the hashed coordinates reside outside the network. To fix the problem, we employ a constrained version of hashing in our simulations. x h(e) is distributed over [x l + width * 5%, x r − width * 5%] and y h(e) is distributed over [y t +height * 5%, y b −height * 5%]. We basically avoid nodes sitting too close to the boundary to serve as data storage.
Simulation Setup
The simulation setup is summarized in Table 1 . We generate 10 networks for each topology setup. That is, we generate 10 different networks where the number of nodes is 100 and the average number of neighbors of the nodes is between 5 and 8. We simulate different event to query ratios for the 80 networks generated. There are 50 events and they all happen in random locations. We try launching different numbers of queries. Queries are generated randomly, both in locations and the events they are asking for. That is, different events may have different numbers of nodes requesting information. 
Simulation Results
We measure (1) the number of messages involved in the event, query and answer distributions (NM), and (2) the maximum number of messages a node has to handle (HS). The first one reflects whether the protocol is energy efficient while the second one reflects the seriousness of the hot-spot problem. The results are shown in Tables 2, 3 It can be observed that our protocol requires fewer number of messages while reducing the maximum number of messages a node has to handle in most cases. We therefore conclude that our protocol is an efficient protocol for event and query distribution in sensor networks. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the problem of distributing events and queries in sensor networks using data-centric storage. We firstly identify the weaknesses of existing approaches and then describe our new protocol which distributes events horizontally and queries vertically. We measure the performance of our protocol using extensive simulations and compare with GHT, a pioneer work in this area. Simulation results show that our protocol outperforms GHT in most situations. Therefore, we conclude that our protocol is promising for data-centric storage in sensor networks.
